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Movement-based design is reaching critical mass in
HCI, and we can start to identify strategies, similarities
and differences in how it is approached. Similarities
may include, for example, a strong first person
perspective on design, emphasising movement,
somatics and aesthetic sensibilities of the designer, as
well as starting from the premise that our bodily ways
of being in the world are shaped by the ecologies of
people, cultural practices and the artefacts we create
and use. Different classes of systems are starting to
emerge, such as spurring somaesthetic appreciation
processes using biofeedback loops or carefully nudging
us to interact with our own movements; engaging us in
affective loops where the technology takes on a
stronger agency, attempting to pull participants into
particular experiences; extending on our senses and
perception – even creating new senses through
technology; social interactions, engaging us to jointly
explore movement or touch; even endowing machines
with their own ‘somatics’, exploring our relationship to
technology; as well as engaging in larger political issues
around the body, such as gender perspectives, or
challenging the mind-body divide.
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Introduction: the primacy of movement
Movement is the basis, premise and start to how we
exist in the world [23]. Our perception is geared
towards movement, to the extent that we cannot even
see that which is not moving [ibid]. Our senses are
active, not passively receiving stimuli from the
environment [21]. The background to the movement is
not a representation associated or linked externally
with the movement itself but is immanent in the
movement inspiring and sustaining it at every moment.
The plunge into action is, from the subjects point of
view, an original way of relating to the object, it is on
the same footing as perception [ibid.] Shusterman
talked about our bodies as “our indispensable tool of
tools, the necessary medium of our being, perception,
action and self-presentation” [24]. Our bodies hold
sway of our thoughts and feelings [23] – without
movement, no emotion or experience.

Figure 1 Soma Mat

The idea of embodied interaction [2], has had a huge
influence on HCI showing us that “you cannot separate
the individual from the world in which that individual
lives and acts” (p. 18) and therefore requiring that the
artefacts we design must be seen as part of the whole
life world of people. But in the writings about embodied
interaction, the actual, corporeal body—our muscles,
the way we move, our postures—has been notably
absent from most of the discussion with only a few
exceptions [12]. But as pointed out by SheetsJohnstone, the introduction of the term embodiment is
a mere “lexical band-aid” to remedy a problem that is a
fundamental misunderstanding of the human condition

[23]. As there is never any possibility for us to be
disembodied, adding the concept embodied to any
human activity, does not make sense. It is in our
animate forms that life begins, this is where emotions
are rooted, where concepts and language begins – not
in something that might be termed ‘mental life’
according to Sheets-Johnstone. With this perspective it
also becomes important to consider the impact of
culture, tools and sociality on design for movement.
Our bodies are “completed by culture” as expressed by
Grosz [6]. Technologies take a shaping role in the
ecologies of people, culture and artefacts.

Design Exemplars
Movement-based design with a specific focus on
aesthetics (or somaesthetics to borrow a term from
Shusterman [24] combining soma with aesthetics) is
reaching critical mass and we can start to describe
classes of systems with different characteristics
[e.g.3,5,7,8,10,10,15,19,20,20,17,22,19,20,22,27,28]
as well as important topics arising in and through this
design work concerning gender, the body-mind divide
and other societal discourses [27,19].
For example, Khut describes his biofeedback artworks
and mobile apps as engaging in audio-visual interfaces
for exploring psycho-physiological self-efficacy [15].
These heart rate and brainwave controlled artworks
borrow from clinical biofeedback methods in medicine,
where electronic monitoring of moment-to-moment
changes in a subject’s physiology are fed back to the
user such that they can begin to sense and eventually
influence the behaviour observed. His works frame the
biofeedback loop as an intensely aesthetic process of
learning by doing and sensing – in which agency and
self-efficacy emerge through processes of feeling into
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and feeling through the biofeedback sound and light
displays.
Höök and colleagues propose Somaesthetic
Appreciation Design [13] to denote a class of related
systems that will carefully nudge participants into
extending on their somatic awareness and even
increase their mastery of their own movement and
somatics, see Figure 1.
In another strand of work, Höök describes some of the
work in her group as engaging users in Affective Loops
[11]. These are similar to Khut’s biofeedback loops, but
here, the system not only mirrors users’ behaviours,
but also possess some agency of their own, persuading
or engaging users to part-take in emotional-bodily

processes induced by the system.
Hobye and Löwgren frame their work on the Mediated
Body as addressing Bare-Skin Connection [7]. In their
Mediated Body system, two users generate and engage
in a soundscape that is created when they touch oneanother’s bare skin – similar to a theremin. It becomes
an act of very intimate social play in public view.
Schiphorst frames her work as designing for
Somaesthetic Touch [22]. The formed is closely related
to Bare-Skin Connection, but is a more generic concept,
engaging with touch more generally.
In social situations, these designs seem to succeed
when they thrive on the empathic feel we have of
others and how easily we align our expressions with
others when present, in the moment [20,14]. Co-

Figure 2 Dag Svanaes wearing his artificial tail.
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experiencing [4], acting together, draws users into the
experience unfolding together with the system. The
system can serve the role as an excuse to engage in
intimate interactions or a trigger of joint synchronized
behaviour [12].
An interesting development lies in those interactions
that are slightly scary, as in the Machine Aesthetics
experience of the Metaphone [26], or Uncomfortable
Interactions [1]. Both in sense rely on the
computer/machine as being foreign to us, pulling us
into its “somatics”, its inner workings.
Somewhat tangentially, there is also work on extending
our senses – adding new senses. For example, Svanaes
has experimented with adding a tail to your body,
connecting to your body movements, swaying in
different patterns to express your emotional state, see
Figure 2.

ideas, designs and bodily experiences can be discussed
and shaped, moving our topic forward.

Workshop proposers
The workshop is proposed by an international team of
researchers from the Sweden, Australia, The
Netherlands, US, Norway, Denmark, Italy and Canada:
Professor Kristina Höök, KTH, manages the Mobile Life
centre, a design-driven 10-year research program. Her
research focus is on designing for somaesthetics,
emotion and sociality. She recently wrote a cover paper
for interactions on somaesthetic design.
Associate Professor Martin Jonsson is a senior
researcher at the Mobile Life centre and Södertörns
University. His research focuses on embodied and
tangible interaction, exploring aspects from interaction
design for children to materiality in making to
somaesthetic design.

Move to be Moved
This workshop at CHI will explore the design landscape
in formation, with a particular focus on a body- and
movement-based aesthetically-inspired, first-person
perspectives on interaction design. We will discuss how
the ecologies of people, cultural practices and design
exemplars alter and extend on our ways of being in the
world – how we are shaped by and shape the
technologies surrounding our bodies. We will also
debate larger political issues around the body, such as
gender perspectives, or challenging the mind-body
divide.
The overall goal of the workshop is to start forming a
proper academic community within HCI and IxD, where

Dr. Anna Ståhl, SICS, is a senior researcher at the
Mobile Life centre. She has a background in industrial
design. Her current research focus is on designing for
somaesthetics, emotions, and how to fill the gap from
abstract theory into design practice.
Associate Professor Jakob Tholander is a senior
researcher at the Mobile Life centre and Stockholm
University. His current research focuses on interactive
technologies for movement in sports. He recently
edited a special section in SIGCHI interactions
magazine on interaction design and sports.
Professor Toni Robertson co-directs the Interaction
Design and Human Practice Lab (IDHuP) at the
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University of Technology Sydney. Her research is
directed towards principled and generative groundings
for the design and evaluation of technologies that
privilege the experience of those who use the
technology and advance human agency in all aspects of
technology design and use.
Professor Patrizia Marti manages the Laboratory of
Robotic and Learning Technologies at the University of
Siena. Her research activity concerns designing
systems facing cultural, aesthetic and social issues
through embodied experiences. In 2014 she gave her
inaugural lecture at the Eindhoven University of
Technology on the role of the body and movement in
interaction from a phenomenological perspective.
Professor Dag Svanæs manages the Health Technology
Usability Lab at NTNU. His main research interest is on
interaction design for the body. Since the 1990s he has
been using the phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty as a
theoretical framing for understanding the bodily aspects
of the user experience.
Associate Professor Marianne Graves-Petersen at
Aarhus University in Denmark, early on worked on
pragmatism and somaesthetics as an inspiration for
design. Also works with shape-changing interfaces.
Professor Jodi Forlizzi works at the Human-Computer
Interaction Institute and the School of Design at CMU.
Her research ranges from understanding the limits of
human attention to understanding how products and
services evoke social behavior, designing and research
systems ranging from peripheral displays to social and
assistive robots and interfaces to control them.

Thecla Schiphorst is Associate Director and Associate
Professor in the School of Interactive Arts and
Technology at Simon Frasier University in Vancouver,
Canada. Her background in dance and computing form
the basis for her research in embodied interaction,
focusing on movement knowledge representation,
tangible and wearable technologies, media and digital
art, and the aesthetics of interaction.
Professor Caroline Hummels is heading the Designing
Quality in Interaction group at the department of
Industrial Design (ID) at the Eindhoven University of
Technology (TU/e). She designs for transformative
qualities grounded in embodiment, inspired by multiple
fields of knowledge, such as phenomenology of
perception, Gibson’s ecological theory of perception,
social situatedness and embodied cognition.
Sietske Klooster is independant designer and part of
the Designing Quality in Interaction (DQI) group at the
TU/e. She started to work on movement based design
during her graduation project ‘design moves’ in 2002
and hereafter started to work on Choreography of
Interaction at DQI. Embodied design for socio-cultural
transformation became her main focus. Currently she
runs a project on sustainable transformation in the
Dutch culture of dairy.
Katherine Isbister is Professor of Computational Media
at the University of California, Santa Cruz, where she
directs the Social and Emotional Technology Lab. Her
group builds and studies movement-based games that
push the boundaries of sensor-based interaction with
systems.
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Dr George (Poonkhin) Khut is an artist and interactiondesigner at the University of New South Wales (UNSW),
Australia. His body-focussed interactive and
participatory artworks use biosensing technologies to
re-frame experiences of self, embodiment, health and
subjectivity.
Dr Lian Loke has an established research program of
working with somatic practitioners and dancers to
inform the design and human experience of bodyfocused interactive systems.

Workshop website
http://mobilelifecentre.org/node/1671

Workshop Organisation
Before the workshop
The workshop is aimed at for HCI and interaction
design researchers with an interest in designing
interactions based on movement or technologies on or
around the body.
The participants will be a mixture of specific invitations
to some of the key researchers in this area. There will
also be an open invitation from which we select
participants based on short position statements, 2
pages maximum, outlining their interests in this topic.
Participants will be recruited through research networks
such as CHI-ANNOUNCEMENTS@LISTSERV.ACM.ORG
as well as ‘local’ lists such as the PhD Design mail list,
NordiCHi, Nordes, DRS, etc.
We will create and continuously update a website for
the workshop. We will solicit input to the website (e.g.
blog posts communicating key positions) from

participants and integrate social media channels to
raise awareness of the workshop and prompt
interaction between participants.
During the workshop
The format of the workshop will be divided into three
different activities. After a quick speed-dating exercise
where everyone gets to know everybody else, the first
activity (both days) will be a practical, body-based
interaction, possibly making use of some of the
technologies designed by the participants. We will
encourage workshop participants to bring designs
(when possible) that we together probe, test and
discuss.
This part of the workshop requires space enough for
everyone to move, perhaps lie on the floor on yogamats. The second part will be more of a traditional
workshop presentation round where the participants
provide brief statements of their design and research
position, their latest work and what they see as
important topics on an agenda for the future. The third
will be a brainstorming activity to collect an agenda for
continued Move to be Moved activities (such as
expanding the workshop into a workshop series? Or
even a conference? Create our own CHI community?)
and joint research explorations for the future.
After the workshop
The workshop organizers will actively seek to publish a
piece in interactions and possible follow up with another
workshop or conference if the interest is deemed
substantial enough. Our aim is to start building a
community sharing an interest in aesthetically-inspired
movement-based interactive designs.
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Call for Participation
Movement-based design is reaching critical mass in
HCI, and we can start to identify strategies, similarities
and differences in how it is approached. Similarities
may include, for example, a strong first person
perspective on design, emphasising movement,
somatics and aesthetic sensibilities of the designer, as
well as starting from the premise that our bodily ways
of being in the world are shaped by the ecologies of
people, cultural practices and the artefacts we create
and use. The workshop will discuss similarities and
differences between specific design exemplars; ways of
extending on our senses and perception – even
creating new senses through technology; social
interactions, engaging us to jointly explore movement
or touch; endowing machines with their own ‘somatics’;
as well as engaging in larger political issues around the
body, such as gender perspectives, or challenging the
mind-body divide.

The format of the workshop is divided into three
activities: first a practical, body-based interaction,
second a presentation round where the participants
provide brief statements of their design and research
position, their latest work and what they see as
important topics on an agenda for the future, and third
a brainstorming activity to collect an agenda for
continued Move to be Moved activities and joint
research explorations for the future.
To participate, please submit a 2-page position
statement to the workshop organiser, Kristina Höök,
khook@kth.se. If accepted, at least one of the authors
has to attend the workshop and register for at least one
day of the CHI-conference.

systems: processes, practices, methods, and
techniques (DIS '04). ACM.
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